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·m KEEP UOJ'I1S 

The University Computer Center has decided to retain the ~!Ol1S (SCOPE type) 
operating system for its batch CDC 6600 computer and will not convert to 
KRONOS. He thank all of the users and those of the UCC staff Hho worked on and 
criticized the various aspects of this proposed chang:e. UCC learned much 
about its batch system from this close examination of the aspects of changine 
over to_ a different system. 

·Afte~~s-i~rati-oa '-9f ~;11 :to~· f~·tSy~ the follm-Jing t-Jeighed heavily in the 
decision not to make the abrupt change to the Kf.OUOS systen: 

1) There would have been a large amount of user disruption caused by the change 
to a completely new operating syster.1 uhereas r,radual changes in HOltS can 
be almost unnoticeable. 

2) System instability would have, been introduced by trying to stay with 
current CDC releases of KROHOS and installinP, in these new releases all of 
the good features that make up the current SCOPE. This also meant that 
the proposed comJTion deadstart tape between the timesharing and batch 
computers t-JOuld not have been possiJ-,le. 

3) The many chan~?.es required meant that l~e could not have met the implied 
deadlines for a quick change to IC'.OTJOS. and this ~~ould have meant an extended 
time of confusion to the users and the UCC staff. 

4) Several changes which ue orieinally thought could be made easily (private 
disk packs, 841 disk hand lin~ ~Jhere i{~.OUOS does not use 10% of the available 
PFJJs, and magnetic tapes) ~-:re found Hould require a major effort by the 
UCC staff. This ~~ould mean a longer tiMe for change or a larger staff 
than is available. 

Thus the UCC has decided on evolutionary chan~es to the systeM rather than 
revolutionary changes. Selected desirable aspects of the ~::itONOS systen will 
be added in incremental and compatible steps to the current system. The current 
system 1i1ill be cleaned. of the dead"!<lOod discovered by the examination and the 
existing documentation uill be augment~d and brought to a point of reflecting 
the current system. The next ne~vsletter l"!ill contain a list of some of the 
evolutionary items that. t~ill he installed. into the current systen and a list 
of "tite'""'Clead•·ones· that ·~1! 11· -be .. dropped •... 

ALL DISK PACK USE~S 

Currently UCC has a CDC 1341-7 "t-7hich means '-Je have 7 disk drives each containinr; 
a disk pack t..rith approximately 35 million characters. Of these 7, five are 
allocated to the UCC general use disk pac1~s UCCf1Cll throug~1 UCC005, one to 
UCC90J (the UCC staff pack) and one to be usecl for mouutin~ individual user's 
private disk packs. In the last b~o months during uhich t-7e added UCC)04 and 
UCCI)05 t-7e have seen the use of these disk packs gro•·7 at an exponential rate. 
TJe are ordering the last unit, making ours a CDC n41-r., but if usar;e grm-1s at 
the current rate v!e still uill be saturated by DeceMber of this year. The 
larger capacity CDC %4 systel'! is not due to arrive until sometime next year. 
Thus, during tl-tis interval, He ask users to ~lease keep just their needed files 
on~1-~.Mneral use packs (UCC·101 through UCC005). This Hill enable all users 
to have access to Hhat has proven to be a very popular anil reasonably priced 
storage medium. If r,.re all use reasonable care then nee Hill not have to resort 
to other means of controlling this space such as raisinp the cost to the user. 
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A Hote to Instructors using i'!nF STUDENt BATCH 

n~cause of the shortaF.e of space on disk packs, r11e \-Yill drop the error sunnnary 
printouts. for instructors of students <,rho run MUF EATCE jobs for the upconing 
year. 

ATTENTIOH ALL Illi::'IUH SPEEP TEP!1ElAL tJSEP.S 

--··· rre·have had a problem Hith users who dial into the 6600 ancl hold a port either 
· by forgetting to log-off or because they ha'\fe a lonp. \-,•aiting-period before 
their Job comes back to the terr.1inal.· Ot'-!er users \-Tho dial then ~et busy 
signals. 

·.In oroer to control this inefficient use, .a five-ninute disconnect has been 
h1plemented. That is, a terminal whic~1 has been idlin~ (no reading or pri.ntinp;) 
for a f:J_ve:..minut-e p,eriod uill. be dropped •·rith the ·message :10PERATOR nROP." 
The output for the jobs remainin~ in the system ~-Till t·-e saved until a later 
dial-'in~ 

I3' ID C'JPJTGES 

He have recently incorporated the North\-1estern University. versions of most of 
th~ mm prop.;rams into our librar'y. . They are set up to use variable field 
lengths (a table Hill be published later) and are thus better suited for_multi
programming use on the 6610. In. accordance uit11 t'!le reconnnendation of the 
Statistical Conputation Subcommittee, ,,-e r,_rill be T1'akin3 the J'ID library directly 
available to users on October 2. Users ~dll no longer have to request the 
_r~;m tape and copy it before using the prop;rams. (Initially, UCC has uritten 
a routine, that automatically requests, copies, and. loads the desired BTlD 

· program. ~ater the rout:ipe will be modified to all0\1 12·~-tJ. ,prop,rams to reside 
either on disk or on tape, as' usage justifies.) 

::::xarrlples of use: 

Data· on IUPUT file. 

Jobcard.account nunber 
3~ID01D. 

(7-8-9 card) 
PP,OBLEi:i card 
FOPJ-11\T card 
(Data c:ards) 
FINISH card 

( 6-7--R-9 card) 

Data on tape file TAPElO. 

Jobcard.acco~t number,! 
I'.EQUES_T, TAPEli),HI ,DlJ. user identification 
rr GJI)lD (TAPElO) 

( 7-C-9 card) 
PROBLID-1 card 
FOllilAT card 
FINISH card 

( 6-7-8-:-9 card) 
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SPECIAL SYSTEHS 

This.summer work was done to upgrade and expand existing programming language 
systems developed at other universities. Documentation for several of these 
systems has been provided for users in the form of writeups nO'! available in 
Room 140 Exp •. Eng. Among the systems worke.d on are: SI:-lOBOL, Sl!OROLC, UIX, 
SLIP, PAS CAL, LISP.; GRASP!, L..;.6, anf SY!.IDOL. 

A n~-1 UCC SNOEOL4 USER'S 11ANTJAL lias ~n'itten for SNOBOLC, the compiler, and 
SNOBOL, the interpreter. Nel-7. v~rsions of each system are expected shortly: a 
more complete SNOBOLC frol'l Berkeley and a VIU releaSe of Ver.3.9 for SNOBOL 
from Purdue. 

Documentation no~-1 exists for the l!IX Assembly Language Systems. A faster l'ilx 
simulator is currently.bein~ ~nritten for UCC in FORTRAN. 

For UCC's already existing ·SLIP system (a set of FOR~T subprograms for list
processing) a usell' library was cre,te~ and doc~ntation provided. 

A new programming language system, PASCAL, was obtained from the University of 
Colorado. PASCAL was developed on the basis of ALGOL·-60 and has enhanced 
data structuring facilities. It is vie~1ed by its author, Niklaus TJirth, "as 
a convenient basis to teach programming and as an efficient tool to write large 
programs." PASCAL t-Tas first implemented on a CDC 6400 at ETII in Zurich, 
Stdtzerland and notably has many advantages. over CDC's implementation of 
ALGOL-60. A writeup describing UCC' s :PASCAL facilities is. nou available. A 
net.r release of PASCAL is expected: in a few months. 

Future plans call for documentation on an upgraded version of LISP, a list 
processing system presently available at UCC. (version .1.5~6), soon to arrive 
from the University of Texas. Also expe~ted· from Texas are GRASPE (a graph 
processing extension of LISP) , L-6 · (Bell Lab's Lot,r-Level Linked List Language) , 
and SYMBAL (an algebraic manipulator) , all of uhich WE! now have in incomplete 
forms. 

• LIBPJUiY ~~GES & ADDITIONS 

As announced in the August newsletter, the follcv.-rine subroutines and functions 
will be dropped from the system on October 10, 1972. Users needing copies of 
any of these routines should call Hike Frisch at 373-5907. 

CliDP LIUEI'NT(replaced by CINTEG) 
CNVRT LOCUS 

BLNKZRO(replaced by SPACZRO) liTTESTR 
ZROBLNK(replaced by ZROSPAC) l::IXI'NV(replaced by UXLNEQ} 

CREAD$ ~ H1ITRID(replaced by HXTRIDI) 
NPUT URAN(replaced by IRAN) 
OClF ORTIION(replaced by ORTHON2) 

DESCRIB QLENGTH(replaced by QLENTII) 
DPCH QR(replaced by QRSYT'I) 
FLOT46 RANDEV(replaced by NORHAL) 
INT46 RAIUF(replaced by RAN2F) 
JACOBIN(replaced by QRSYrQ ru<mfrl(replaced by RKGILL) 
LINE(rep1a~ed by LYiffi) SCALE(replaced by SKALE) 
LINEl(replaced by LYNEl) 
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FALL .. QUARTER SHORT COURSES 

The following short courses will be offered by UCC during Fall Quarter. All 
·classes will be. from 3:15 to 4:00 PM. You need not register for the courses 
and no ,fees are.charged. You'll find the short courses easier to understand 
if you do some preliminary reading before the course begins. 

INTRODUCTION TO FORTRAN (10 hours) 
Dates October 2nd through 13th (~F) 
Instructor R. Franta 
t1anuals : . MNF reference manual, CDC 6000/7000 Fortran reference • 

manual aDd/o~ ~ny"beginnicg Fortran primer 
--- -.~· ·· ···· .. JioenL. - • : Room 18 Mechanical Engineering ........._ ---,. --~- w• ---- q• . ..., . • .. . 

iNTRODUCTION TO HOMS (SCOPE) (5 hours) 
Dates October 16th through 20th (M-F) 
Instructor R. Franta 
Manuals UCC USER'S reference manual or CDC 6000/7000 SCOPE 

Room : 
COHPASS (10 hours) 

Dates 
Instructor 

·-Manual · 
Background 

Room 
BUD (5 hours) 

Dates 
Instructor 
l1anual 
Background 
Room 

SPSS (5 hours) 
Dates 
Instructor 
Manual 
Background 
Room 

011NlTAB (5 hours) 
Dates 

~--::...- -~-- ~ :.;;ra~r-Uct:Or 

!·1anual 
Background 

. Rocim 

reference manual 
Room 18 Mechanical Engineering 

October 23rd through November. 3rd (M-F) 
B. Fox 
CDC 6000/7000 CO}~ASS reference manual 
It is advisable to have some computing background, 
preferably with assembly languages 
Room 18 Mechanical Engineering 

October 2nd through 6th (M-F) 
D. Anderson 
BT:ID Computer Programs (.W.J.· Dixon(ed),. U California Press) 
No computing experience necessary 
Room 162 Chemical Engineering 

October 9th through 13th (M-F) 
D. Anderson 
sPSS (Nie, Benr & Bull, Mc-Graw Hill, - .. No computnng experience necessary 

· Room 162 Chemical Engineering 

October 16th through ZOth CM-F) 
D. Anderson 

_, 

1970) 

OT:ruiTAB2 Users Manual (NBS, US 
No experience necessary 

Gov. Printing Office) 

Room 162 Chemical Engineering 

OVERFLOW 

•.• The new MERlTSS 'f{andbook is not" available in the Engineering bookstore at 
a> cost of '$6.42 per handbook • 

••• The ExpEng User Room~ Consulting Room and general 'everything' area is 
now in Room 140 ExpEng instead of Room 238 ExpEng • 

••• Starting Fall Quarter, Room 130 ExpEng will be open for student I/0. 
No more dank basements! 
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IMSL FORTRAN SUBROUTINES 

The University Com"JutE~r center is J.easing a set of nearJ.y 200 Fortran 
cal J ahJ e subrou"tines c'alled Library 3 which were developed and. are 

-owned byinternational Mathematics· and Statistical -~ibraries ,Inco (IMSL) o 
IMSL claims that they are highly :·accura-te c;tnd: it provides full·_:mainten
ance services for ~users.,' They are· continually up~ati.l1g ··the programs so 
that the algorithms do not become obsolete. 

All fout-IMSL executives not only hold l?h.D.s in applied mathematics 
atl<i st-at-i st:.ics, but have had extensive industrial exoerience in 
scientific 'computer applications as well 0 They deveioryed their 1 ibJ.-ary 
with the assistance of an advisory board com?rising some of the 
country's leaders in numerical analysis and statistics (including 
Professor Kenneth Brown of e.ur o:wn comQutei:' '·_Information and Control 
Sciences department) . 

We include below a summary of·each routine. 

ABIBAN 

ACRDAN 
ACTRST 
AFACAN 

ALSQAN 
ARC BAN 
ASNKMC 

BDCOUl 
BDCOU2 
BDTRGI 

BDTRGO 

BECORT 

BECORO 

IMSL SU3PROGRAMS 

A3ILITY 
Analysis of E~2~r~mental Design Data 

.Analyze balanced incomplete block and balanced 
lattice design data 
Analyze one-way classification design data 
Compute contrast estimates and sums of squares 
Com?ute:·sums of squc:.res, degrees of freedom, and 
means for all effects in a full factorial olan 
Analyze Latin square design data 
Analyze two-way classification design data 
'Perform Student-Newrnan-Keuls mu 1 tiple comoarison 
test 

Basic Statistics 

Tally.observations into a one7 way frequency table 
Tally obse~·=t·ati ons int·o a two-way freauency table 
Transc;euerate the cnllmms of a matrix. (in-core 
version) 
Transgenerate the columns of a matrix { out-of-core 
version) 
Calculate means, standard deviations, and correl-
ation coefficients (in-core version) .. 
Calculate means, st<'mnard deviations, and correl
nt-.i n11 cc•et'fi ~; en-ts (cut ·o:f core version) 
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BECVLI 

BECVLO 

BEIGRP 

BEIUGR 

BEMNON 

BEMSON 

BENSON 

BE PATS 

BE PETS 

CTRBYC 

DASCRU 

DCSLDE 

DCSIMl 

DCSlFE 

DCSlFU 

DCSlQE 

DCSlQU 

DCSlSE 

DCSlSU 

DCS2ME 
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Compute variances and covariances of linear 
functions {in-core version) 
Compute variances and covariances of linear 
functions (out-of-core version) 
Estimate basic statistical parameters using grouped 
data 
Estimate basic statistical parameters using 

.. ung~li.ouped data 
Make location (mean) inference using a sample from 
a normal pooulation with known variance 
Make mean and variance inferences using a sample 
from a normal ?Opulation 
Make variance inferences using samples from a· 
normal population with known mean . 
Make mean and variance inferences using samples 
from each of two normal populations with unequal 
variances 
Make mean and variance inferences using samples 
from each of two normal populations with equal 
variances 

Categorized Data Analysis 

Analyze a contingency table 

Differential Equations; Quadrature; Differentiation 

Automatic step change Merson ordinary differential 
equation solver 
Quadratic spline ordinary 1iffenential equation 
solver Y' = F(X,Y),Y(A) =X0 Provision of communication regions between -he 
IMSL routine DCSLDE and ZSYSTM 
CUbic spline one-d:i.mensional 1-st derivative 
calculator- equally spaced·data .. 
Cubic spline one-dimensional 1-st derivative 
calculator -unequally soaced data 
Cubic spline one-dimensional quadrature -equally 
S':>aced data 
Cubic spline one-dimensional quadrature - unequally 
soaced data 
Cubic spline one-oimensional 2-nd derivative 
calculator - equally spaced data 

·Cubic spline one-dimensional 2-nd derivative 
calculator - unequally spaced data 
cubic spline two-dimensional mixed derivative 
cal cnlatx>r --equally spaced data 
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DCS2MU 

DCS2QE 

DCS2QU 

D.RMBIIJ 

EBALAF 
EHESSF 

EHOBKS 

EHOUSS 

EJACOS· 

EQRHSF 

EQRTlS 

EQRT2S 

GFIT 
gGBEr;r 
GGCS 

GGEXP 

GGNOR 
GGUl 

GTCN 
GTDD' 
GTD2T 
GTMN 

GTNOR 
GTPBC 
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Cubic spline two-dimensional mixed derivative 
calculator - unequally spaced data 
Cupic spline two-dimensional quadrature -equally 
spaced data 
Two-dimensional cubic Sl?line quadrature - unequally 
spaced data 
Romberg integration of a function F(x) 

EIGENANALYSI S 

Balance a real matrix in the Euclidean norm 
Reduce a nonsymmetric matrix to Hessenoerg form, 
by orthogonal transformations 
Perform a back transformation to form the eigen~ 
vectors of the original symmetric matrix from the 
eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix 
Reduce a symffietic matrix to syrometric tridiagonal 
form using Householder's·reduction 
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix 
in symmetric stcrage mode 
Find the eigenvalues of a real UP'Jer Hessenberg 
matrix 
Find the smallest or largest M eigenvalues of a 
symmetric tridiagonal ma·trix 
Find all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a 
tridiagonal matrix 

Generation and Testing of Random Numbers~ 
Goodness of Fit 

Perform a Chi-squared goodness of fit t~st 
GeneJ;ate a be:ta variate 
Generate a Chi-squared deviate with N degrees of 
freedom 
Generate exponential deviates with"mean M and 
standard deviation M 

Generate ryseudo-normal random numbers 
Generate ?Seudo-random l;lniform (0,1) deviates 
(one multirylier) 
n2termine sam'Jle size or number of class intervals 
d test tally

2 
. 

Perform the d test 
Calculate moments and standardized moments of 
uniform random numbers 
Test for normality of random deviates 
Collnt the mtmhet: of z~ro hits in a given subset of 
a word 
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GTPKP 

GTPL 
GTPOK 
GTPRT 

GTPST 
GTRN....---" 
GTR'IM 
GTTRT 
GTTT 

ICSSMU 
ICSlCE 

ICSlCU 

ICSlDE 

ICSlDU 

ICSlVE 

TCSlVU 

ICS2CE 

ICS2CU 

ICS2DE 

ICS2DU 

ICS2VE 
ICS2VU 
IRATCU 

LEQTlF 

T.RQ'l'] P 

Generate probabilities to determine expected 
values for the poker test 
Poker test tally of hand types and statistics 
Perf~ the poker test 
Tally of coordinates of pairs of random numbers or 
tally of coordinates of lagged pairs of random 
numbers 
Pairs test or Good's serial test 
Runs test 
Tally of number of. runs up and down 
Tally fer triplets test 
Triplets test 

Interpolation ,Aporoxim_?t:lQ.I!1 _ C!l1cl Smq_othing 

Cubic spline data smoothing routine 
Cubic spline one-dimensional coefficient ca7cnlatoJ.· 
equally spaced data 
Cubic s.pline one-dimensional coefficient calculator 
unequally spaced data 
Cubic spline one-dimensional data densifier -
equally spaced data 
Cubic sryline one-dimensional data densifier -
unequally spaced data 
Cubic spline one-dimensional interpolation -
equally spaced data 
cubic soline one-dimensional in'ter?olation -
unequally spaced data 
Bicubic spline two-dimensional coefficient 
calculator - equally spaced data 
.Bicubic spline two-dimensional coefficient 
calculator - unequally spaced data 
Bicubic spline data densifier - equally S?aced 
data 
Bicubic spline data densifier - unequally spaced 
data 
Bicubic spline ir.terpolator - equally spaced data 
Bicubic spline interpolator - unequally soac~d data 
Rational Chebychev ap~roximat]on to the 
function F(X) 

Linear Algebraic Equations 

Linear equation solution - full storage mode -
s?ace economizer solution 
Linear equation solution - positive definite matri~ 
!';ynunetric storage mode .., :space economizer solution 
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LEQTlS 

LEQT2F 

LEQT2P 

LINVlF 

LINVlP 

LINV2F 

LINV2P 

LISQAR 

LPSDOR 
ISVALR 
LUDATF 

LUDECF 
WDECP 

WEIMF 

LUEIMP 

LURBFP 

LUREFP 

MD BIN 
MDCDEI 
MDCH 

MDFD 
MDHYP 
MDSMR 

MDTD 
MERF 
MERFI 
MGAMMA 
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Linear equation solution - indefinite matrix -
symmetric storage mode 
Linear equation solution - full storage mode -
hiqh accuracy solution 
Linear equation solution - positive definite 
matrix - symmetric storage mode - high accuracy 
solution· 
Inversion of matrix full storage mode - space 
economizer solution 
Inversion of matrix - ?Qsitive definite 
SYmmetric storage mode - space economizer solution 
Inversion of matrix- full'storage mode -high 

.accuracy solution 
Inversion of matrix - positive def,.i;ni te - synunetric 
storage mode·- )ligh.accuracy solution 
Least squares solution of overdetermined system of 
linear equations 
Pseudo-inverse of a matrix 
Singular value decomposition of a matrix 
LU decomposition by the Crout algorithm, with 
acc~racy test 
LU decomposition by.Gaussian elimination 
Decompose a positive definite matrix - symmetric 
storage mode 
EliminatiOn part;of solution of AX=~ - full 
storage mode 
Elimination part of solution of AX = J3 - oositive 
definite matrix - symmetric storage mode 
Refinement of soluti't'Jn 1%o :linear .. equai:ions ··- · ftiil 
·storage mode 
Refinement of solution to linear equations -
positive definite matrix - symmetric storage mode 

Mathematical and Statistical Soecial Functions 

Binomial probability distribution function 
Chi-squared probability distribution function 
Chi-squared probability distribution function 
non-integer degrees of freedom 
F probability distribution function 
Hypergeometric probability distribution function 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics asymptotic · · . 
distribution function values 
Student's t distribution 
Error function 
Inverse error function 
Gamma function 
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·-NAKl 
·· . ··.ii.·NAWNRP 

NAWYRP 

· · NBQT 
NBSD . 

NBSIGN 
NHEJc'li 
NHINC 
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· -Nonearemetric··statistics 

Kruskal-Wallis test ·for identical populations 
Wil·son •·s ANOVA (2 or 3 way) (no replicates) 
WiHron • s ANOVA ( 1,. 2, or3 way) (with replicate$) 
Cochran 0 test 
cox'and Stuart's sign test for dispersion or for 
location· · .. · · 
Sign ·test, (for percentiles) 

~ ' . . . '. 
J:'isbex:~s exact method for 2 by 2 tables 

: . ~ :. ' .' .: . 
Inc:i~4an~.test ... . . . 

~-·,.I 

.; ., ,-,, 

! •••• 

• t r• ·~, 
. "•r. 

. I . 

NKSl. 
Nk82 

NMCC 

NMKSL 

NMRANK 
.NMTIE 

NRBHA 
~WM·P 
NRWRS 

OIND 

··) OPRINC 

.. ' \~ 

\ · .. 

Kolm~orov-smirnov one-sample test 
Kolmc)gorov_.Smirnov twr>-sample test · 

.. · .. caiculate ·and te~t the significance of the Kendall 

coefficient of conqordance 
Kendall's test for.correlation (rank correlation 
coefficient) 

Given K, the total'score from the rank correlation 
coefficient calculations, and N, the sample size, . 
Calculate the frequency distribution of K and the 
probability of equa~ling or exoee3ing the given K. 
Nurtteri'btll. ranking 

,', .. <;~l.CU:i'~t& tie statistics, given a sample of 
'ob~ervc;lti.ons . 
·'. . .• · ! ' . . 

Bhapkar_V test . . ~ . '. 

Wilcoxon's. signed rank test 
Wilcoxon's rank-sum test 

Observation Structure 

Wilk·'B test for the·.in:dependence of K sets of 
- multi-normal variates· 

. .Prfncipai_ c~mponents of :a sample of observations 

,., ... ·=·· 
r ~ , 
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.. ·. RLDCQM. 
RLDOPM 
RLFITI 

RLFITO 

RLFOTH 

RI.GQMI 

RI.GOMO 

RLOPDC 

RLPOLY 
RLPRDI 

RLPRDO 

RLSTEP 

RLSUBM 

UERTST 
USCRDM 
USHIST 
USMNMX 
USPC 

US PDF 

f.' t'·,, 

Regression Analysis 

Decode a quadratic regression model 
Decode an orthogonal polynomial regression model 
Compute the ~ure re?lication error degrees of 
freedom and sum of squares (in-core version) 
Compute. the pure replication error degrees of 
freedom and sum of squares (out-of-core version) 
Fit a polynomial model using orthgonal polynomial 
regression - Forsythe 
Center independent variable settings and generate 
centered square and cross product terms {in-core
version) 
center independent variable settings and generate 
uncentered square and cross product terms (out-of 
core version) 
Predict response using orthogonal polynomial 
regression model . 
Generate orthogonal polynomials 
Calculate conficence intervals for the true 
resoonse ~d f..)r the average of a,set of future 

· obs~rvations on the response(in~core version) 
Calculate confidgnce intervals for the true 
res.9onse; and for the average of a set of future 
c:>bservations.on the response (out-of-core version) 
·Select a regression model using a forward 
ste9wise algorithm 
Retrieve a symmetric submatrix from a matrix 
stored in symmetric sto~age mode by RLSTEP 

·. Utility Functions 

Generate an error message· 
Read a matrix -optional .sequence check 
Print a histogram 
Locate the minimum and maximum values of vector 
Print sample pdf, theoretical pdf and confidence 
band information. Plot on option 
Plot two sample J?robahility distribution functions 
against their spectra 
'P.r.ovJ,Jo ~ 9ri nt:,:or plot of up to ten functions 
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USRDM 
USRDV 
USWLFM 

USWLSM 

USWTFM 
USWTFV 
USWTS!-1. 
USWTSV 

USRBYC 

VAEMXF 

VABMXS 

VABSMF 

VABSMS 

VCONVO 
VCVTFS 

VCVTSF 

VIPRFF 
VIPRSS 
VMULFF 
VMULFS 
VMULSS 
VNRMFI 
VNRMFl 
VNRMF2 
VNHvtSl 
VNRMS2 
VPOLYF 
VSORTM 
VSRTPM 

VTPROF 
VTPROS 
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Read a matrix 
Read a vector 
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Print a matrix with user-supplied cciumn labels -
full storage mode 
Print a matrix with user-su~plied labels -
symmetric storage mode 
Print a matrix - full storage mode 
Print a vector 
Print a matrix - symmetric storage mode 
Print row or column of a matrix - symmetric 
storage mode 
Test subroutines CTRBYC,UERTST 

vector-Matrix Arithmetic 

Find the maximum absolute value of a vector 
(full storage mode) 
Find the maximum absolute value of a vector 
(symmetric storage mode) 

Sum the absolute values of the elements of a 
vector (full storage mode) 
Sum the absolute values of the elements of a 
vector (symmetric storage mode) 
Vector convolution 
Storage mode conversion of matrices (full to 
symmetric) 
Storage mode conversion of matrices (symmetric to 
full) 
Vector inner product (full storage mode) 
Vector inner product (symmetric stcl·age mode) 
Matrix multiplication (full storage mode) 
Full matrix by symmetric matrix multiplication 
Matrix multiplication (symmetric stcz:age mode) 
Infinity-norm matrices (full storage mode) 
1-norm of matrices (full storage mode) 
2-norm of matrices (full storage mode) 
1-norm of matrices (symmetric storage mode) 
2-norm of matrices (symmetric storage mode) 
Matrix polynomial (full storage mode) 
sort arrays by absolute value or algebraic value 
Sort arrays by absolute value or algebraic value 
permutations returned 
Transpose product of a matrix (full storage mode) 
Transpose product of a matrix (symmetric storage 
mode) 
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.·. '· ZANLYT 

ZFAI.SE 

ZPOLYR 
ZQUADR 
ZR~~l .. 

ZREAL2 

ZSYS'l'M 

ZXfO.RO 

ZXPOWL 

~ . ) . ·-.. - ' ( :-

Zeros and Extraoa 
.. ·· 

Determine-zeros of a complex analytic.function 
using Muller's method with deflation 
Approximate a zero of F(X) given an interval 
containing the ·zero ··· 
Compute N zeros· of a given ':)Olynomial of f;}egree N 
Find the zeros of a quadratic . .:-· 

Dete~ine the real zeros of a reai function - to 
be used whem ini.ti<H · guesses ·are ooor 
Detemine the rea1 zeros o'r · a ·real function - to 
be used when the initial guesses are good 
Determine a solution to a system of N simultaneous 
nonlinear equations in N unknowns 
Find the minimum of the sum of squares of M · . 1: 
functions in N variables using a modified Marquardt 
algorithm ·'-
Find the minimum of a ·function of Nvariables using 
a modified Powell algorithm 

' ~·~ "'-.. .r. . 
A complete manual for Library 3 descriljinq···a-11 of tbe routines is 
ava.ilable .f9r $9.00 (plus $3.00 for a'bin~der i'f desired) from: 

iMSL 
6200 Highcroft,Suite 510 
Houston, Texas 77036 

Because of the high price for a com"le_te manual, we· have been given 
permission to reproduce write-ups of·individual routinE;!S for users.· 
See the librarian in 227 Experimental'Engineering if you wish a cooy 
of any of the write-u9s or wish to look at a desk copy of the--com?lete 
manual. 

'l'he set· of routines has been placed ·on both' the 6600 and 6400 systems
in binary:form on P.ermanent f~les as user libraries. They were 
compiled with the FUN compiler and so,· at present, are available only 
to 6600 FUN,6600 RUN, 6600/6400 MNF, and 6400 RUN23 users. Below are 
two sam~le _job decks for the 6600. ' 

•: 
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FUN or RUN examole 

Jobcard 
FUN(S) 

September,l972 

MNF exarnole 

A, IMS L • Jobcard 
LOAD, !GO .. IMS L • A, IMS L . 
EXECUTE . MNF (U=IMSL) 

6 (7-8-9 card) ~ (7-8-9 card) 
(Fortran ~rogram with CALLS to IMSL 
e.g. CALL MGAMMA( ... )) 

END 
1:1 (7-8-9 card) 

(Data cards) 
0 (6-7-8-9 card) 

END 
Ll(7-8-9 card) 

(Data cards) 
C1 (6-7-8-9 card) 
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subroutines, 

Because of the proprietary nature of the library, we have the foll~w
ing agre~ent with IMSL: "IMSL products are for use ·by the COIDJ?Uter. 
Centers of the University of Minnesota and will not be distributed to 
other organizations. They are to be only used at this com~utation 
site;" (The 11 Site' includes all remote batch and time-sharing 
terminals.) 

Disclaimer: UCC does not have a set of test decks for the IMSL 
library and we will not test the routines ourselves. We have com9iled 
the library and are providing it to our users as supolied by IMSL, 
Thus, we are not re~ponsible for any errors detected by users. However 
IMSL,Inc. is responsible· for maintaining the routines and has 
thoroughly tested them on CDC computers. Any errors found by our ut"'-'.a;-.l:J 

will be reported to the company. Further, the com9Clny provides n.a 
with corrections to errors reported to it by us and other in.a-tn1la
tions, and we will put in these corrections as we receive them. 

The present UCC library of subroutines and functions will continue t-o 
be fully maintained. We have our own complete set of test decks. 
developed over several years and we are continually updating ts•here 
feasible. We feel that- t-he rr.zsr. 1 i h~:-."lry -i 11 .:.-.vn~~l·--·mt hut not 
replace ou~ library. 

. ' 
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Q. 

A. 

Update the UbraPy routine 
AMAXl(Xi) 
AMINl(Xi) 

to aaoomodate the kind 
Al~Xl(X(I)~I=l~N) 
AMINl(X(I) ~I=lJ.~N) 

for any given ar'Ny. 

THE SUGGESTION BOX· 

This suggestion would be a radical change to Fortran and the Fortran compiler if 
it were implemented~ A better and more immediate solution to your problem is to 
use the UCC library subroutine MXEXTRM (writeup in Room 140 EX) since it is 
alreaby available and finds the max and min of a column vector or a whole array 
as you require. This would not solve all conceivable problems - for example, 
find the max and min of a row vector wit-hin an array _;;. but the· radical change 
to Fortran that your suggestion implies is hard to justify. (There are lan
guages such as PL/I in which your idea. has been considered.) 

. \ 

Q. What are the nunbers to the right of alarms and messages (ALGOL)? FoP excurple 

A. 

Q. 

. !I 

Q. 

A. 

LINE 11 COMPOUND DELIMITER 1 

These mysterious numbers were difficult to track down. Finally, from CDC's 
ALGOL expert in London, we got an answer. The number indicates which compiler 
~~k detected the error. For a description of these tasks see pages 9-3 through 
9-5 in the ALGOL Reference l-1anual, 6000 Version 2. Our thanks to Bob Hang, our 
CDC analyst for doing the legwork on this question. 

In Notes & Comrtents ( 8/72) P. 7 under MNF Colf{Jiler Changes ~-
TRACE •• 
lXJ 20 rl=l~N 

20 S=S+II+J(II)+K(II) 
Should it read 

TRACE 
lXJ 20 II=l~N 

20 S=B+II+t!(II)+K(II) 
and if not~ why not and how dt:Jes it work? 

The statements in the newsletter are correct and we had pointed out to the pro··~ 
gram's author that the DO loop could be replaced by 

S=S+N*(II+J(II)+K(II)) 
Note that ~iF should still compile inefficient code correctlY, and thi~ was the 
example that pointed out the error in single statement DO optimization. That 
error occurred when an item loaded into a B register (in this case II) was then 
put into X7 and thought to remain there during the entire loop. 'Ihe TRACE state
ment caused a replace add one to the statement count using X7 and destroyed this 
value. 

Now that WB has a 1004 avaitable_, ·how about making keypunches ;,aitable to all 
users? Also_, hOIJJ do I get on your maiZing 'List? 

~~ing the regular school y~.ar West Bank will be open Saturday mornings. The 
. di K~y-punch room will also possibly be open on Saturda,vs. During summer session 
1n . v~d.ua.ls can ga.:i.n nccens to t.henp Key1nmch :rt..•oms by .1·equesting keys from 
the1r depa:rt.ments. 

And: Give us a legible !'lpe] lins oi' your .nnrl!P Rnil. address and we '11 send ·;~u a 
newsletter no charge. 
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Q • . You need a better system for htzndUn:g t:ransie~t tapes. The :racks at Lauderdale 
are fuU -- some people seem to be using these racks fo:r permanent storage. 

A. Addi tiona.l tape storage racks have been ordered and when they arrive a revised 
policy for handling transient (TT) tapes at Lauderdale will be made •. Contact 
has been made with the users having large numbers of transient tapes·~· They have 
agreed to move their tapes when the new storage arrives. 

Q. HOUJ about a card so:rte:r and :reproduuing punch at Lauderdale? 
. ··~--. ~; ~ .. - _; ·;:-~;;,.:~_;;.;.. i· 

A. Since fundS are ·limited, we suggest you uSe the tab equipment at Experimental 
Engineering. The mini-b~ runs.between LaUderdale and Experimental>Engineering 
hourly; leaving LAD at a quarter to the hour and leaving E:XpEng at':a quarter 
past t.he hour. ExpEng tab facilities are ~vailab 1~ from about 6AU-lOPM daily· 
You could aiso use the 66oo ·and sort. data instead of cards. · 

Q. Isn't there a no sroking policy in the 8090 room? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Why do you have five ope:ra~:rs on the job at one time (at E:x:pJ tJJith three talk-
ing and only one tJJor*.ing? · · 

A. We do not have five operators scheduled 'a:t any one time at. Exp. '!he mini-buS 
drivers are not scheduled as operators. We do have many employees who work ?ours 
on their own (without p~q) beyond those scheduled. We also have 15-3) minutes 
of shift overlap during which time communication (talking, if you will) between 
operators is important. The staff members are permitted 10-15 minute breaks for 
each four hours they work.· Their ltmch is on their. own time. 

qt. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

't 

Is UCC conoemed bJith faster tuma:round fo:r student jobs? . 

\fe are concerned with turnaround for ALL jobs. As specifically concerns 
;tudents, Room 13? ( ~rec~l;y adjoining 131) will be ready for student. ~e 
al~. Quarter • Tlus Wlll 1mprove service since operators will no lC?Dger be 

runung up and -down -stiai1'si. • . . . 

Put a tab card containeP on the tJJaZ.Z by the coZTection punch in the E3:p I/O 
r~om; the supply of caPds to be maintained by users. Post a sign Pequesting 
t at t~ supp 7,y be used by those needing on'Ly a feu' .cards and the ilsers 
:rep~'!t.sh tJJhat they took~ pl.us a fe111 fol" the "pot,". Make i,t clea:l' that the 
facnZt.ty must be se'tf-auppo:rting. .: 

We' 11 do it fall quarter on a. trial b~is ~ 

I don't Zike your tape :request sUps. Anyone can copy the informa,tion from 
them and use my tapes; the information on Tf1J tapes is va'Luab'Le. Atso, change 
the tape request slip from 'b1rite ring in and out to EII and IJW. 

-: - ~·- -
There are a number of users who object· to· our tape request sliPs a.n.d we are 
considering changing or eliminating them. However, the slips nelp the operator 
in locating tapes in the library and provi.d~. a means :tor the user. to communicate 
with the operator, such ru1 en.d-o.:t"-tare~ tmtjtiple tapes. etc. 1-Te do welcome 
suggestions £or changes. 
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Q. I woul-d Uke to be abl-e to evict a job from the input queue via a 1004 terminal. 
The softUJaroe to do this exists but apparentl-y has been del-eted from the system. 
The ZikZihood of dPopping someone else's job is very remote. 

A. The evict capability from a Univac 1004 terminal never existed {in the UCC pack
age SUP!~). This feature did exist in EI200 which drove only the CDC 210 User,,·· · 
Terminals. However, the eviction of input fi~es does not leave any record of the 
job's disposition, making the job history non-existant. This is a no-no. 

Your 1iliklihood" argument is based on your belief in the honesty and ~uracy of 
other individuals. lie cOli'IIlend you for your belief but we are responsible for 
jObs -- hence persons having evict access to the input queue must be responsible 
to us. Jobs are not password protected, therefore an;y job could be evicted. 

Q. Make aU. defaul-t CM sufficient for aU, Fortran compil-ers. 

A. Thank you for the suggestion. It shows you're using MNF. We are considering a 
change so that the MOMS system uses our KRONOS version of HNF which requires 
less core such that the default value CM would be sufficient. We may also add 
the RFL=option of KRONOS to l-D~f3 which would also let us do this. 

Q. flhat UJOuZd be the advantages/disadvantages of having a mini-computer (PDP-11) or 
a 6400 to handle tape file staging on the 6600? 

A. It depends on what you mean by "tape staging". If it means that all tapes are 
completely copied, to mass storage "'hen users request them such as on the CDC 
76oO operating system, then the requirements are for large amounts of dedicated 
mass storage {one billion characters) and a processor to organize the informa
tion on mass storage. 'Ibis is a very expensive solution and would usually only 
apply to a machine that is much faster than ours, for example a 76oO. 

If by tape staging you mean an information pool organized for eMc of mounting 
and tape assignment by the operator then the host computer can handle it more 
efficiently without the complications of using an extra computer such as a PDP-
11 or CDC 6400. We have already implemented some of these features on our 6600 
and are considering more in the future. 

Q. What can't UCC and CICS croeate a fil-m to shOUJ and expl-ain the various ha.rriUJare 
and softh.Ja:re used? This might hel-p a beginning student understand and appre
ciate the computer. 

A. A rough estimate of the cost of making such a film by Audio-Visual was $2000-
4ooo. This would be expensive in these hard times. ~le are investigating the 
JOOVies which are already available from A-V and elsewhere. These, of course, 
would be general purpose movies and not specific to our installation. A third 
possibility is that some CICS student-faculty and UCC people could make a movi~. 
We'll look into this. 

Q. Why not change your running hours and start earlier in the morning (6AM or ?AM 
possibly)? 

A. Many people would like our hours changed. Our systems rrog:t·arnmers and Customer 
Rngineers would be happier if they did not have to come in at 3 or 4AM and could 
have the t-omrnlte~- unt:i.l about noon. He try to satisfy the needs of as many users 
and s+.A.f'f' a.a poacibl~> And i"c<>l nonr :prooeut. J,o,t·s ,.re +.hp best compromise. 
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Q. EaiJe your operators take jobs from printer to user room more often. I have 
had short jobs bJith a 45 minute turnaround and I knOTJJ they were run immediateZ 
upon being read in (the scope at Laudel'daZe shOTJJs this). This often happens 
at night and is very wastefuZ of time. r{hy not faster turnaround? 

A. There are many requitements made of the operators' time and our present 
staffing does ~ permit continuous pickup and return of jobs at Lauderdale. 
vfuen staff permits we try to make pickup and delivery every 15 mintues. 
Jobs at Exp Eng are processed as is practical and as staff permits. 

Q. Why shouZd it cost more for transient tape mounts when jobs are submitted 
at Lauderda.Ze? T'1' tapes unth a job are more accessibZe to the operator 
than are stored tapes. 

A. On the average there is considerably more handling required with transient 
tapes and proportionally more environment-related problems with tapes that 
are not stored in our library. There is also a greater probability of 
misplacing transient tapes and thus a great deal of time is often spent 

·.locating them. The difference in charges reflects the difference in 
average handling costs. 

Q. HOUJ about more tables at LauderdaZe., and more keypunches at Lauderdale and 
E:x:p. Eng. ? 

A. Two more keypunches are being placed in 130 EX (new student I/O room) for 
Fall Quarter. Limited funds prevent us from getting more for Lauderdale 
at present. Over the past year we have spread out several of our keypunches 
in various buildings around campus (see Notes & Comments, April, 1971). 

Q. Diet pop in vending machines at LauderdaZe? 

A. Done (and selling well). 

Q. Post signs over keypunches giving instruations on preparing drum cards. 
Post a sign over the interpreter stating that interproeting ~ be interrupted 
for punching. 

A. Done 

Q. Get a bi Zl changer for LauderdaZe. 
A. Vending Service is not infue change business~ there's no profit in it 

(unless the machine breaks down). Such a machine costs $1300 and the 
volume and number of machines at Lauderdale does not warrant inRtalln~ion. 
This would also be another security problem. 

Q. How about coke and coffee machines in ExpEng? 
A. Machines are available a short distance away in Main Engineering. (You 

might carry a thermos.) 

Q. Provide napkins., more "chuc'la.>agons" and better- coffee at Lauderdale. 

A. Napkins are provided (the demand is sometimes greater than the supply) 
Vending Service tries to supply a. reasonnhle :roo,l uch,.·ti"~ • and the . 

'· t 1 L ' i .t.'Y L<.> r.nt 1 u f.Y ~.,.,... 1'' · f.• .,. •· strength of the c\Jf.fce may VtU':f f:iuHrcw.ua. >~t "' · • · 

of the m"'.jo.t·lt.y of' thn= I•C• •pl..o .. rhu <lri nk it • 
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Q. Make tape request sUps and punah request slips smaller than deak aards. 

A. These slips are larger than the cards to prevent accidentally reading them 
into the card reader. 

AND ONE COMPLIMENT!!!! The Ezp I/0 staff day and night does an exaelZent job 
(usually) of keeping turnaround time good. 

A. Thank you, perhaps someone can think of another one. 

CDC 6600 USE FOR AUGUST 

3?, Rlh .i ubs ifere run 

Average t.imes 

from ExpEng 
from Lauderdale 
from \-lest Bank 
from all other remote terminals 
for maintenance 

on input queue 
at control point 
on output queue 
printing 

33.5 % 
31.5% 
12 % 
17 % 
6 % 

10.8 minutes 
5.6 minutes 
3.6 minutes 
1. 5 minutes 


